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90% Hg reduction achieved at 
0.84 lb/MMacf (92 lb/hr)
 Carbon in ash increases by 
0.25 percentage points
 Foam Index above threshold, 
no ash sale for concrete
0.250.12
~75% Hg reduction achieved at 
0.42 lb/MMacf (46 lb/hr) 
 Foam Index below threshold, 
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90% Hg reduction achieved at 
0.84 lb/MMacf (92 lb/hr)
 Carbon in ash increases by 
0.25 percentage points
 Foam Index above threshold, 
no ash sale for concrete
0.250.12
~75% Hg reduction achieved at 
0.42 lb/MMacf (46 lb/hr) 
 Foam Index below threshold, 
maintain ash sale for concrete
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Ash not utilized for concrete
Ash utilized for concrete
            Removal Cost Goal
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